UPTOWN GIRL

[D] UPTOWN GIRL [Em] SHE'S BEEN LIVING IN HER
[F#m] UPTOWN WORLD [G] I BET SHE'S
[Em] I BET HER MOMMA NEVER [F#m] TOLD HER WHY
[G] I'M GONNA [A7] TRY FOR AN
[D] UPTOWN GIRL [Em] SHE'S BEEN LIVING IN HER
[F#m] WHITE BREAD WORLD [G] AS LONG AS
[A7] ANYONE WITH [D] HOT BLOOD CAN
[Em] AND NOW SHE'S LOOKING FOR A

[Bb] AND WHEN SHE [Gm] KNOWS WHAT
SHE [Cm] WANTS FROM HER [F] TIME
[Bb] AND WHEN SHE [Gm] WAKES UP
AND [Cm] MAKES UP HER [F] MIND
[G] SHE'LL SEE I'M [Em] NOT SO TOUGH
[Am] JUST BECAUSE [A7] I'M IN LOVE WITH AN

[D] UPTOWN GIRL [Em] YOU KNOW I'VE SEEN HER IN HER
[F#m] UPTOWN WORLD [G] SHE'S GETTING
[A7] TIRED OF HER [D] HIGH CLASS TOYS
[Em] AND ALL HER PRESENTS FROM HER [F#m] UPTOWN BOYS

[Am] OOH OOH [G] OOH [F#m]
[Am] OOH OOH [A7] OOH

[D] UPTOWN GIRL [Em] YOU KNOW I CAN'T AFFORD TO
[F#m] BUY HER PEARLS [G] BUT MAYBE
[A7] SOMEDAY WHEN MY [D] SHIP COMES IN
[Em] SHE'LL UNDERSTAND WHAT KIND OF [F#m] GUY I'VE BEEN

[Bb] AND WHEN SHE'S [Gm] WALKING
SHE'S [Cm] LOOKING SO [F] FINE
[Bb] AND WHEN SHE'S [Gm] TALKING
SHE'LL [Cm] SAY THAT SHE'S [F] MINE
[G] SHE'LL SAY I'M [Em] NOT SO TOUGH
[Am] JUST BECAUSE [A7] I'M IN LOVE WITH AN

[D] UPTOWN GIRL [Em] SHE'S BEEN LIVING IN HER
[F#m] WHITE BREAD WORLD [G] AS LONG AS
[A7] ANYONE WITH [D] HOT BLOOD CAN
[Em] AND NOW SHE'S LOOKING FOR A

[Am] OOH OOH [G] OOH [F#m]
[Am] OOH OOH [A7] OOH

[D] UPTOWN GIRL [Em] SHE'S MY UPTOWN [F#m] GIRL
YOU [G] KNOW I'M IN [A7] LOVE WITH AN
[D] UPTOWN GIRL [Em] MY UPTOWN [F#m] GIRL
YOU [G] KNOW I'M IN [A7] LOVE WITH AN
[D] UPTOWN GIRL [Em] MY UPTOWN [F#m] GIRL [G/ / ][A7/ / ][D/ ]